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Abstract

In this paper, we analyze the classic US Adult Income Dataset \[1\] using logistics regression and random forest to analyze potential factors that contribute to income bias for the 50K income bracket (income ≥ 50K per year). Using the two methods, we train the dataset and obtain stable models over cross validation. We also found that the two methods, although both showing good accuracy, exhibit conflicting interpretation about what factors have the most influence on the US adult income.

Code available at [https://github.com/GindaChen/cs760-fa20](https://github.com/GindaChen/cs760-fa20)

1 Introduction

US Adult Income Dataset (1994) \[1\] is a classic dataset that has been widely used in tutorial-based machine learning tasks such as Kaggle\[1\]. The classical approach is to use the dataset to train a model that predicts the income bracket with other information about the individual, without knowing how the model interprets the significance of each factor. The absence of ”why” can trick people to prefer higher accuracy model without any specific reason to compare with other models that they discarded.

In this report, we seek to understand the feature significance of the US adult income dataset by analyzing the feature significance using logistics regression and random forest, the naive models that machine learning green hands tend to use while achieving similarly good accuracy on the dataset. During the process, we find the two models return drastically different interpretation on the how different features influence income dataset.

This report is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related works on the dataset. Section 3 explains the methodology of pre-processing and training. Section 4 shows the result of the two model. Section 5 discuss our observations and future work.

2 Related Works

Kaggle is probably one of the most representative hub that hosts the best answers of this challenge. Among them, we see methods range from logistic regression to boosting methods like Ada Boost and XGBoost, both used in a wide range of scientific works. To the best of our knowledge, most of the work in Kaggle focuses on the classical 50K-income-ladder prediction problem, and none of the work focus on the analysis of systematic bias of income. Worth mentioning, a plethora of works in other fields of science adopt the similar tool-chains in data analysis [1–37]. We learn from these works and adopt some of the methodologies in this project.

There are a good amount of work in the field of macro-economic that studies how different factors can

---

influence the income distribution, using the full dataset provided in the US Census Bureau. For simplicity, we only consider how the machine learning model tells us about the relationship between features and label.

3 Dataset

3.1 Dataset Overview

This dataset is a sample from the US Census Database that contains the census result of year 1994. It contains 48842 (not NaN) entries, and each entry contains the following features about a representative individual in the census record:

- **age**: (continuous, positive integer) The age of the individual.
- **workclass**: (categorical, 9 distinct values) Simplified employment status of an individual
- **fnlwgt**: (continuous, positive integer) Final weight of the record. Basically interpret as the number of people represented by this row.
- **education-num**: (categorical, 13 distinct values) The education level, in ascending positive integer value.
- **education**: (categorical, 13 distinct values) The education level. *Note that for simplicity, we will ignore this column because of the existence of education-num column.*
- **marital-status**: (categorical, 7 distinct values) Marital status of a person.
- **occupation**: (categorical, 15 distinct values) Rough category of the occupation.
- **relationship**: (categorical, 6 distinct values) Relationship in terms of the family. Note that we ignore this column since the semantic is somewhat covered by marital-status and gender.
- **race**: (categorical, 5 distinct values) Race of the person.
- **gender**: (boolean) gender at-birth.
- **capital-gain**: (continuous) Dollar gain of capital.
- **capital-loss**: (continuous) Dollar loss of capital.
- **hours-per-week**: (continuous positive integer) Working hours per week.
- **native-country**: (categorical, 41 distinct values) Country at birth.
- **income-bracket**: (boolean) True if \( \geq 50K \), otherwise False (\(< 50K\) per year).

For simplicity of presentation, we ignore the exact distinct values in the paper. Reader can refer to the notebook for more details of the actual distinct values of each columns.

\(^2\)US Census Bureau: https://www.census.gov/en.html
3.2 Nomenclatures

According to the context, we use the following symbols and terms:

- \( N \): Sample size (i.e. number of rows in the dataset).
- \( X \): The feature matrix after one-hot-encoding.
- \( y \): The label column. \( \text{dim}(y) = N \times 1 \).
- \( w \): The weight vector. Each row of the dataset is associated with a weight that specifies the number of people this sample can represent.
- population: Refer to the weight-adjusted number. For example, there are 2 records where Age = 20, each with weight 20 and 40. Then the population whose Age = 20 becomes 20 + 40 = 60.

4 Methodology

4.1 Data Preprocessing and Toolchain

Feature Selection. We review the columns and discarded or simplified some columns.

- Use education-num instead of education. In between the education and education-num, we reserve education-num as it is an the integer representation marks the relative importance of education. Although this importance relation might not be linear, we still think it is better to treat the feature as non-categorical.
- Binarize native_country. We also binarize the native_country column such that only the value United-States is evaluated to True. This our intuition that race might be more representative features than the 40+ categorical values in countries. We kept the feature as race and native country are not necessarily strongly-related.
- Filter features with small sample size. One of the challenge we found during analysis is that some features that has ambiguous causal relation with the label tend to dominate the analysis because of the size of its sample. For example, the category Occupation - Others Services has only a few samples, hence it naturally tends to become a very discriminating feature. To avoid this phenomenon, we hand-filtered some categorical features that has very small sample sizes. This helps us interpreting the result, with sacrifice of the number of features we put into training.

One-hot encoding. We performed one-hot encoding on the rest of the categorical features (marital_status, occupation, race, workclass), which expand the feature matrix \( X \) to around 40 columns. We will use this matrix in our analysis.

Environment. We conduct all the computation on a Jupyter Notebook instance hosting on a MacBookPro with Python 3.8. We leverage machine learning using the open-sourced scikit-learn package (version '0.23.2') cite here. We also used pandas for data preprocessing, and matplotlib for data visualization.
4.2 Method 1: Logistics Regression

We use LogisticRegression to conduct logistics regression. We tune the following hyper-parameters to make logistic regression work as expected:

- Distance function: L2-norm
- tol: $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-7}$. Empirical observation shows that accuracy tends to plateau when we reach $10^{-5}$. Thus we eventually choose $10^{-5}$ for time-accuracy trade-off.
- max iteration: 10000 as empirically observed.
- regularization strength: 0.001 to 10. We explored the space and eventually set to the default value 1.

We perform cross validation using the function provided by scikit-learn. To analyze the significance of a feature, we inspect the coefficient ($\text{coef}_i$) of each feature for each model, and analyze it accordingly. Result is shown in the Section 5.1

4.3 Method 2: Random Forest

We use RandomForestClassifier to train random forests. We tune the following hyper-parameters:

- criterion: We used gini impurity as the split criteria.
- max depth: We tried to vary the maximum depth from 4 to 8, but were not able to comprehend the benefit to fix a certain depth for the model. We finally decided to let the classifier choose the depth automatically.

We also perform cross validation on random forest. To analyze the significance of a feature, we inspect feature importance ($\text{feature}_\text{importance}$) of the forest for each forest we generate, and analyze the ranking of the features accordingly. Result is shown in the Section 5.2

4.4 Other Methods We Tried

LASSO. Lasso performed poorly on the dataset. Specifically, the evaluation on the one-hot encoded training set only yield an accuracy around 35%. We conjecture two reasons:

- (1) Features are not linearly related to the label, and as a result Lasso cannot determined the significance of one feature with respect to the label. This reason seems intuitive at first, but it does not explains why logistics regression performs well enough.
- (2) The feature space is not large enough for selection. Lasso performs well at gene selection where 1000+ weak genes are presented and only a few (4-10) genes are significantly related to the behaviour. We cannot know whether this is the reason as we are unable to extend the dataset large enough for analysis.

Baysian Network. We tried to use Baysian network to analyze the causality among different features. We use the naive Baysian classifier (CategoricalNB) in the scikit learn package to perform causality analysis, and have a pretty good preliminary training accuracy (about 80%). Sadly, we do not know how to visualize
the Baysian network or analyze the causality relation between variables. In this report, therefore, we decide to not show case our result using Baysian network.

**Neural Network (Multi-Layer Perceptron).** We setup a series of multi-layer perceptrons with fully-connected hidden layers. Due to our naiveness of hyper-parameter tuning, we did not get a good result on the dataset (average accuracy 40%, very bad for a binary classification problem).

5 Result

5.1 Logistics Regression

Figure 1 shows the significance of the features in logistics regression. The absolute value of the coefficient in Figure 1(a) shows the significance of that feature, while its sign represents whether the feature is positively related to the label or not. Figure 1(b) visualize the significance in ranking order.

Some of the features at the top ranking make sense for us to interpret. For example, workclass without pay (rank 1) definitely has a very significant negative relation to the individual’s earning. In addition, Estimating the massive percentage of Black (rank 3) community also convince us that this feature is having a reasonable ranking.

Some features are top because of their category is under-representative. race such as American Indian or Eskimo (rank 2) is under-representative, and has a very low sample rate in the distribution. Some categorical feature with the value Other (rank 4, 5) also rank at top because they only represent a fraction amount of people.

The logistics regression has its limitation when it comes to non-binary impact of a feature. For example, the impact of Education (rank 14) is well under-estimated in the model as we expected. We do not know the exact reason, but conjecture it is the problem of the dataset distribution.

Figure 2 shows the scores of cross validation at different iterations, and also the convergence process. As shown in the graph, the graph is near converged at 800 iterations, although at around 100 iterations it has showed the sign of convergence. We cross validate the model from the model of 100th iteration to 100,000th iteration, and the result shows not much difference at the cross validation score (around 80%). We don’t know if this shows the stability of the model or the naiveness of our problem using logistics regression, but we hope we can naively conclude that using logistics regression gives us good performance at the prediction task.

5.2 Random Forest

Figure 3(a)(b) shows the feature significance obtained from the random forest classifier. At the top, we see features like age, education, hours per week occupying the first 80% of the importance echelon. The distribution empirically looks like Zipf’s law, although we did not verify the similarity. Figure 3 visualize one representative of the decision tree. Figure 3(c) shows that decision tree has a stable accuracy around 80%, close to the result of logistics regression (80%). The result does not change much even if we alter the number of estimators and maximum depth of the tree.

Our random forest model has a preference over integer values such as age, education number and hours per week. As a result, it shows completely opposite prediction to the logistics regression. We are surprised and puzzled that it does not pick extremely discriminating features (such as samples with workclass in the Others category) but instead features with a relatively even distribution (age, education_num).
Figure 1: Feature significance using logistics regression. (a) Sort the coefficient (coef) by its absolute value (represented in abs(coef)). If the feature is categorical, a value is specified as its related one-hot encoded column feature; otherwise, the value is continuous if marked \(\_\) and integer if marked \# . (b) Visualize the significance of each feature in ranking order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>abs(coef)</th>
<th>coef</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>workclass</td>
<td>Without-pay</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>-2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>race</td>
<td>Amer-Indian-Eskimo</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>-1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>race</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>-1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>workclass</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>race</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>-1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>race</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>-1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>race</td>
<td>Asian-Pac-Islander</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>-1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>gender</td>
<td>(_)</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>workclass</td>
<td>Self Employed</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>workclass</td>
<td>State-gov</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>workclass</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>workclass</td>
<td>Local-gov</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>workclass</td>
<td>Never worked</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>native_country</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>workclass</td>
<td>Federal-gov</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>age</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>hours_per_week</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>workclass</td>
<td>Self-emp-inc</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Cross validation score and the Convergence process of the logistic regression. (a) The average score of cross validation does not change significantly as more iterations goes on. (b) The graph zooms in the value of coefficient for the first 1000 iterations, plotting a value for each 50 steps.
Figure 3: Feature significance using the random forest. (a) Rank the feature significance by its ranking.
(b) Visualize the significance of each feature by its ranking. (c) The cross validation accuracy with different hyper parameters.

Figure 4: One representative tree in the random forest, showing the maximum depth = 3. This tree is consistent with the feature importance ranking: age, education, hours per week, and gender make the most impact in the decision process.
6 Discussion and Future Work

In Section 4 and 5, we show the feature significance using logistics regression model and random forest. These two models give completely opposite result on the dataset, while achieving similar accuracy through cross validation. We discuss the reason here and some future work to verify this phenomenon.

**Pre-processing and model behaviour.** Unlike the notebooks in Kaggle, we performed a one-hot encoding for all categorical features. This makes some column naturally discriminating. For logistic regression, we think this would help the model select categorical features independent of the other values in the same category; for random forest, we were afraid it would pick the discriminating columns at the very top. In reality, it turns out to be the opposite: regression model picks those that discriminates the most, and random forest picks the columns with more distinct values. So far, we have not understand why these models behave in the way it is.

**Feature engineering.** We also filtered out some of the features that have strange causal relation with the labeling feature. For some features, we also perform a binarization (e.g. `native_country`) such that the number of classes does not explode.

We think the way we engineer features may have affected the outcome of the model. We tried to rearrange the features or subdevide the feature categorization, but did not obtain a drastically different result. Other categorizations does not obey the causal relation, so we did not perform experiments on them.

**Future Works.** We aim to create a pipeline that can thoroughly analyze how the aforementioned factors can influence the dataset and different model, and how the interpretation will change with respect to these factors.
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